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GUEST EDITORIAL
Sri Aravind Srinivas, Dean, iON Academy, TCS
Education Excellence
Total Quality Management (TQM) in industry is the equivalent of Education Excellence in
Education. Business Excellence is the generally understood as the ability ‗to create and
balance value amongst different stakeholders for sustained competitive performance’. The
idea of quality is not new and is long drawn, but this is an attempt to bring an analogy in

the Education Sector and the IT Industry and provide some thoughts for reflection on excellence, keeping the
Baldrige model (one of the most popular model in the Western world) in mind. Stakeholders in the Education sector
go beyond students and teacher i.e., non-teaching staff, management, research assistants, regulatory agencies,
vendor-partners, industry, student wards (parents) and society. Parents want to get the best value for their money by
getting their child admitted to the best college, the student‘s merit can get; teachers want to see their students in
flying colours; Management perhaps want to maximize their institute brand; Non-teaching staff look for enriching their
careers by progress using their learning on the job and so on, with other stakeholders. How does one balance value
amongst these stakeholders?
At an institute level, there are plethora of models available for an institute to assure their stakeholders of quality.
Broadly there are two types of such models – Mandatory (those mandated by the Regulatory agencies) and Optional
ones. In the context of Higher education, there are models used by the National Board of Accreditation or National
Assessment and Accreditation Council. Generally, the models proposed by regulatory bodies tend to become
mandatory, over time. In the race to becoming unique, institutes can optionally go for assessments like the National
Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) from MHRD, magazine surveys (e.g. Engineering, Medicene,MBA). Some
non-profit bodies like CII-IQ (Confederation of Indian Industries-Institute for Quality) and BIS (Bureau of Indian
Standards) using the European quality model promote excellence. Another one - Indian Merchants Chamber
promotes a recognition in the name of Rahul Bajaj, using the US based Baldrige model as base. Few International
like QS/THE/ABET/AACSB promote assessment using their global model with some Indian variants (e.g. ICRA).
Typically there is a validity period for certifications arising out of mandatory assessments such as NBA or NAAC.
But, then the regulators which administer mandatory models of quality, also refine the model to keep it current, with
time. This is where, applying for such mandatory models is considered as a data churning exercise by some
institutes and causing significant effort, to select, collect, align, integrate data, analyse information and prepare the
relevant application. Given the many manual systems and lack of integration of IT systems, this exercise can be
difficult. I recall the IT industry going through such turmoil when the early ISO and CMM models were introduced,
before they turned around and had an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system deployed with meta models to
capture data. It may be time for the Education sector to explore this area (requirements, design and agile

methodology), given that there are many IT students vying for real-life experiential projects, with active participation
of the appropriate faculty. It is also perhaps time for a full time quality professional in driving education excellence,
which is what many IT industries did, to focus better on their quality journey.
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act, but a habit. This is what great institutions do and get
into a comfort zone. One other way of getting out of the comfort zone for high performing colleges is to get assessed
through well-known external agencies such as the BIS, CII or perhaps set up their own quality organization within
their group of Institutions. Such assessments also provide an Educational institute to distinguish itself from the rest of
the pack. External assessors also learn as much, for a take away to their own institutions.
All models are based on responses (to a set of questions) which are reviewed by a panel. Many models are process
centric. The adage, that following processes automatically leads to good service or product, is applicable, only if the
processes are granular enough. This has led to some models being normative as opposed to being criteria based.
The challenge with assessment using normative models is that they tend to be ‗formula driven‘ and get treated as
compliance oriented quality models. How does one look at the purity of intent in quality?
The derivatives of Baldrige/European models have the advantage of being holistic apart from having weightages for
both processes and outcomes, followed by a site visit. Site visit gives the pulse on the ground, especially on process
deployment, learning and integration beyond the application. The Baldrige process focusses on six categories –
Leadership (covering items such as leadership system, driving vision, communication, governance, leadership
performance evaluation, using core competency for societal benefit), Strategy (addressing process for strategy
development and strategy deployment including action plans, allocating resources), Customers (including listening to
voice of customers, customer and market knowledge, social media, customer satisfaction with respect to
competition, customer engagement like brand management, complaint management), Measurement analysis and
Knowledge Management (which includes selecting and using comparative data, benchmarking, information security)
Workforce (work force environment, capability, workforce engagement, drivers of engagement, learning and
development, recognition) and Operations (the ability to manage the key services provided, through work process
design, development and implementation, Process performance using in-process measures, key support processes
and Innovation Management). The corresponding process outcomes – Process results, Customer focused results,
Workforce focused results, Leadership and Governance results and Financial and market results also are needed.
These models are inherently non-prescriptive, since the context of each institution is different in its own market
space. While application preparation is an intense activity, it provides a comprehensive and objective view of the
Institute. The output of such an exercise is a report containing a set of strengths and actionable opportunities for
improvement.
So how does an institute progress in its journey of excellence, beyond the mandatory accreditation process and
demonstrate the spirit of excellence? While there is no easy set of answers for any institute, it would depend upon
the respective institute‘s level of maturity in the journey of excellence and their priorities to take on the next phase of
their journey. College infrastructure as seen during the late 1970s has seen significant improvement, over decades
and perhaps it is time to consider a new normal. A few low hanging fruits which institutes may consider (if not done
already) is to avoid using free mail services (e.g. yahoo, gmail) in their visiting cards since it does not augur well for
the branding of the college. The area which has been generally found wanting is the integrated digitization of campus
administration and academic processes, for which some colleges have gone in for either a custom built solution or
product based ones. While there is a wi-fi in many campuses, many colleges do not have internal collaborative social
media platforms to provide greater freedom of thought and expression for teachers and students. Digitization is also
expected to reduce the administrative load on faculty, thereby freeing up their time for research and other teaching
activities. Managing knowledge which is a key for many institution has feeble measures and difficult to manage.
Quality and HR functions in many institutes is an added responsibility and it may be time to invest in a full time
person. Employee engagement and career progression of non-teaching staff is another area, where opportunities
may exist. There are some more in the short term (e.g. crowd sourcing for process improvements) and long term
(e.g. strategy, innovation). There will be no doubt an increased load on faculty, during the journey of excellence,
which is analogous to the y2k days of the IT-industry when turnkey projects were taken putting pressure on its
associates.
So it time to continue in the journey of excellence in a pragmatic but objective way and make it a joy for all
stakeholders, by getting assessed periodically without stretching the internal resources. But then, transition always is
strenuous, providing opportunities to rethink, purge and be intentional about new habits. We can make our new
normal, any way we want. Continuous process improvement brings lesser pain, but we cannot stop from making it. If
we did, we would never make any progress at all.

Sri Aravind Srinivas
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From Chairman's Desk
Where are the gaps in Indian Higher Education System?
Indian higher education system is the THIRD largest in the world after US and China. It
has 864 universities, 40,026 colleges and 11,669 stand alone institutions with 35.7
million enrolment and a GER of 25.2%.Universities awarding their own degrees are
classified into five types based on the management – Central University, State
University, Private University, deemed-to-be-a-University and Institute of National
Importance. There are three routes for private players to set up an institute of higher
education in India:
Prof K N Balasubramanya Murthy
Chairman, BITES & VC, PESU
1.

A private college affiliated to a Government University: Private colleges affiliated to a government
university enjoy the least freedom in terms of administration and academics. Each university has its own set of
distinct rules for granting affiliation and private colleges cannot start admission without university affiliation as
well as approval from regulatory bodies such as Medical Council of India (MCI), All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE), Council of Architecture (COA) and the Bar Council India (BCI).

2.

A State Private University through the legislative route: Only 20 states have passed the required
legislation facilitating the setup of a private university, with some states like Haryana having an umbrella Act
for all private universities and others like Uttar Pradesh requiring a separate Act for each university. In
addition, there are some states like Rajasthan that have both –an umbrella Act as well as a separate Act for
each university.
A private institute granted the status of Deemed-to-be-a-University by the Central Government on the
recommendation of the UGC: There are two types of institutions which are granted the status of deemed-tobe-universities–the general category institutions (applies to institutions with 15 years of standing and track
record of excellent academics as well as research) and de-novo category institutions (applies to new
institutions that are subjected to comply with more stringent entry barriers in terms of infrastructural and
academic requirements, while enjoying more operational as well as academic freedom than State Private
Universities. There are two accrediting institutions–namely National Board of Accreditation (NBA) established
by AICTE and National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) established by UGC. UGC
Regulations, 2012 mandate that all higher educational institutions be accredited by an accreditation agency. It
is considered that the level or degree of accreditation indicates the overall health / quality of higher education
institute.

3.

The global pecking order and the brand value of each university are shaped by university rankings. Regardless of the
limitations, biases and problems of particular measures, rankings have an ever-growing influence in shaping university
reputation, student choices, the capacity to attract high-performing staff, government policies and funding, and the
decisions of employers and university benefactors..
The era of global rankings started with the publication of the first results of the Shanghai Jiao Tong University Ranking
called ―Academic Ranking of World Universities‖ (ARWU) in 2003. The results of the first round of ARWU in 2003
shocked the world and particularly Europe, as US and UK universities dominated the Top 20 and Top 100 lists. The
creation of the QS-Times Higher Education Supplement World University Ranking in 2004 was, in a way, a European
answer to ARWU. since then, more national and global university rankings have emerged. Among several global
rankings, ARWU, QS QuacquarelliSymonds & THE are considered three of the most authoritative summation of
rankings and have rapidly emerged as de facto league tables of performance globally.
However, India, widely known for its academic prowess, is yet to feature in the ‗Top 100‘ of any of the reputed global
ranking frameworks. It may need ―out of the box‖ thinking for Indian institutions to leap-frog into top 100 rankings and
stay there. Recognizing the value of Global Rankings, the Government of India has started ‗Institutions of Eminence‘
initiative under the Ministry of Human Resource Development to help some of our finest institutions to achieve top
rankings.
While India attempts to earn its place in Top 100 of the World University Rankings, one must be aware that today
Global university rankings are a competitive business – not only for universities, but for the companies that research
and publish them. They are simultaneously criticized and lauded. And while few can agree on which methodology is
the most robust, there is consensus that global university rankings are here to stay, that no ranking is all
encompassing and that their influence is growing. Students, universities and governments are taking note and action..
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As higher education continues to expand it has become a vast global collegial competition for prestige, resources and
talent, in which every university cooperates and networks actively with its peers and competitors. No university can
afford to stay away from the challenges of competing in this environment, and the way forward is continuous
improvement.
Universities face a variety of unique challenges in the definition and implementation of efficient strategies in a fastchanging and competitive global environment. Most university leaders and managers are focused on improving
ranking performance but their strategies don‘t always work. Some universities are rising in the rankings. Others are
stagnant or falling! The increasing prominence of international university rankings has also led to increased scrutiny of
institutional and national policies on education and their impact.
st

Higher Education milieu has changed significantly in 21 century and India is no exception. An unprecedented rise in
the number of university students, their changing social profile, and rise of interconnected networks of knowledge
facilitated by new technologies, greater integration of world economy and the emergence of new problems that
challenge existing solutions define the context of higher education all over the globe. This provides challenge as well
as opportunity for institutions and nations to excel with innovation that spans academics, research methods and
approach to management, governance and financing. However, so far, Indian universities have been rather
hamstrung in responding to these challenges.
The Indian universities/institutions need to seize the unprecedented opportunity to lead in competitive landscape of
higher education with all eagerness and earnestness. This may require a culture that encourages experimentation and
innovation nothing short of a paradigm shift. It calls for going back to basics and revisiting the way knowledge is
defined, contextualized, conceptualized, organized and structured. We need re-imagine the way teaching-learning,
research and practice of art and craft is done. As we do this we need to explore current boundaries and redraw them.
This needs, more than anything else. boldness and imagination, the way all great endeavours do.

Prof K N Balasubramanya Murthy

Prof R Natarajan's Column
Courses on Happiness Offered in US Universities – Lessons for India?
It is increasingly being realized in the US that ―it takes a lot of hard work to get into places like
Yale and Stanford. But once students make it to the Ivy League institutions, many find that
while they‘re ready to tackle Shakespeare and comparative political systems, they‘re lost when
it comes to building emotionally rich, and balanced lives‖.
Former Chairman, AICTE & BITES
Former Director, IIT-Madras
To address this issue, a growing number of top universities in the US are offering courses that aim to ―put students on
the happiness track ―. A week after Yale opened registration for its course ―Psychology and the Good Life‖ this
January, a quarter of the undergraduate population—more than 1,180 students—had signed up, making it the most
popular course ever at the university.
―Meanwhile, one in six undergraduates at Stanford take a course that teaches students to apply design thinking to the
―wicked problem‖ of creating fulfilling lives and careers. And at McGill University, in Montreal, Quebec, students have
flocked to ―Lessons of Community and Compassion,‖ a course on social connectedness and belonging—precisely the
things they may have sacrificed to get into one of Canada‘s top institutions.
―I think students are looking for meaning,‖ Peter Salovey, president of Yale, said at the World Economic Forum in
Davos. Salovey, an early pioneer in research on emotional intelligence, says that while students today are more
sophisticated and worldly than previous generations, they seem to be much less resilient. Their sense of vulnerability
is driving them to search for purpose, in academic courses and beyond.
Laurie Santos, the psychology professor teaching the Yale class, says that the message behind her course—helping
students figure out what it means to live happier, more satisfying lives, and teaching them scientifically-tested
strategies to achieve that goal—resonates with kids who are only now realizing the toll that academic rigor has

taken on their sleep, mental health, and sense of social connectedness.
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―Our intuitions about what to do to be happy are wrong,‖ she says. We think we want to achieve ―Success‖ in terms of
money and power, in favour of human connection, exercise, rest, and activities that allow us to recharge. We have
rigorous research now on positive psychology—what makes us happy says Santos. Her course covers practical topics
ranging from the psychological benefits of charitable giving to how to pick a meaningful career. And because science
shows that grade-seeking can undermine happiness, she encourages the students to take the course pass-fail.
In the course ―Lessons of Community and Compassion: Overcoming Social Isolation and Building Social
Connectedness through Policy and Program Development,‖ McGill University professor of practice Kim
Samuel introduces students to some of the most socially isolated people on the planet—refugees and migrants,
indigenous communities, families struggling with food insecurity; the displaced, disabled, and disconnected. One of
the goals of her course, she says, is to teach students what it feels like to have a sense of safety and community in
their own lives, so that they can help build connectedness in more disadvantaged populations. ―All students have
experienced some degree of social isolation in their lives,‖ she says, ―and that recognition is the royal road to
reciprocity.‖ Many of her students say it‘s a ―life-altering‖ experience. The students believe that they are given the
chance to feel like they can make a difference and are the leaders of change.
Dave Evans, Head of Stanford‘s Design program says everyone is trying to answer the question posed by poet Mary
Oliver: ―What is it you plan to do / with your one wild and precious life?‖ ―None of us got the manual explaining how to
figure out the answer,‖ he adds. Our graduates have been wonderfully trained to get into and attend schools for 22
years—but not how to live in the world and to determine what ―a life‖ means to them,‖ Evans says. He notes that being
good at school is not the same thing as being good at life. Similar courses are now being taught at Northwestern,
University of Vermont, Dartmouth, University of Michigan and MIT.

Prof R Natarajan

Experiential Learning Approach in Studying Computer Science
Learning Outcomes in Computer Science Courses
The objective of computer science undergraduate and graduate study is to prepare the
students towards becoming industry ready professionals and hence a better workforce.
However, for majority of students studying in large number of engineering colleges with
inadequate facilities and lack of qualified faculties, the education delivery in classroom has
become more of transmission of technical information from
Dr. Ram P Rustagi
CSE Dept., KSIT, Bangalore (rprustagi@ksit.edu.in)
instructors to students without getting absorbed in students‘ mind.It is a general expectation in our society that
students after completing graduation would be able to apply the theory, learnt in the classroom, to solve practical
problems during their employment. Graduates are expected to develop solutions to meet the requirements rather than
just writing the code in the chosen language. They need to possess required skills to diagnose and debug the
applications when faced with scenarios where applications fail to work or do not meet the field requirements.
Goal of college education in computer science is meant to impart technology skills to enable students to think, analyze
and solve the problems being faced rather than just being a conduit of transmitting information. To a larger extent, this
goal can be met when students are able to conduct experimental exercises pertaining to theory being taught in the
classroom, and this experience of witnessing the working of learnt theory in practical way is likely to generate
educational excitement and thus lead to lifelong learning.
As per computer science curriculum 2013 (hereinafter called CS2013) developed jointly by ACM and IEEE computer
society task force [1], all learning outcomes (LOs) are mapped onto three levels of mastery, defined as below:
•
•
•

Familiarity: This level of mastery indicates that a student has acquired the basic knowledge of the concept,
and answers the question what do you know about this?
Usage: This level of mastery indicates that the student can apply a concept in developing a solution, e.g.
writing a program. It answers the question what do you know how to do?
Assessment: This level of mastery enables the student to analyze why a chosen concept would work in
comparison to other available alternatives. It answers the question why would you do that? This mastery level
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prepares the students to quantitatively and qualitatively assess multiple solutions, and then choose the most
appropriate one clearly listing out the underlying assumptions.
Experiential Approach to Learning:
The author, while teaching computer science courses for last 6+ years (with Computer Networks course majority of
times), has noticed that almost all LOs (defined as per Bloom‘s taxonomy) associated with networking courses in
Indian universities target the lowest mastery level i.e. Familiarity. This is primarily because focus of these network
courses is to largely cover gamut of past, present and possibly upcoming technologies and related concepts. Thus,
these courses cover a broader range of topics; make these familiar or known to students without exposing them of
their usage in the practical situations. The author has introduced concept of experiential learning of computer
networks by designing small set of experiments, to be conducted in a team size of 2 or 3 students, and carried out in
a duration of 1 to 2 hours. These experiments create an environment for the student to explore the complex theory
concepts studied in the class, experience the innate excitement when use of the theoretical concept works in real life
situations. Further, these hands-on exercises are designed such that student can do these at home as well, without
requiring an elaborate setup and learn the technology at a pace which best suits the student. Thus, such exercises,
not only enhance one‘s ability to diagnose and troubleshoot networking problems, but also act as a baby steps
towards becoming a skilled professional. Additionally, as these exercises are carried in a team, students are exposed
to importance of teamwork, communication skills and ethical values. These experiential learning exercises achieve the
objective of attaining the higher mastery level of Usage and Assessment. The feedback received from the students
(over the last 6+ years) confirms that these experiments resulted in lasting understanding of core networking protocols
and technologies, e.g. Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Transport Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), Internet Protocol (IP), routing and Ethernet.
Examples of Experiments for Experiential Learning:
Two such simple experiments are elucidated below covering a) difference between stream oriented (TCP) and
message oriented (UDP) protocol, and ii) understanding of TCP/IP protocol stack architecture as per 7-layer OSI
(Open Systems Interconnection) model [5] for a web based communication using HTTP protocol. Conduction of these
experiments by instructors, subsequently repeated by students, will greatly help in grasping the underlying concept. A
detailed observation and analysis of results of these experiments along with suggested variations will supplement the
understanding of the involved concept and imprint a lasting impression in the student‘s mind. These experiments are
found equally helpful to instructors as well, because it helped in raising the curiosity and interest level of students in
the course on account of fruitful engagement.
Experiment 1: Stream oriented TCP vs. Message oriented UDP
This topic has been extensively covered in detail in popular text books, such as, Kurose and Ross [2], and Peterson
and Davie[3], Forouzan [4] etc., but the prior classroom experience shows that students find it difficult to grasp the
simple concepts and thus remain confined to Familiarity mastery level as outlined in LOs. When this same concept is
demonstrated in a practical setup, and students experience the same by conducting it on their own, the mastery level
reaches the next higher stage of Usage and to a large extent even the Assessment. The experimental setup for this
exercise is shown in Figure 1, which consists of two hosts connected via a simple unmanaged switch. As an
alternative, this setup could as well consist of two connected hosts in a college laboratory network, or even two
laptops connected via Wi-Fi access point, or even two laptops connected directly via an Ethernet wire. Please note
that the required IP Addresses may have to be assigned manually unless there exists a Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server in the network.

Figure 1: Setup to explore TCP and UDP protocols behaviour
TCP is known as streaming protocol implying that when sender sends a number of application messages (data
segments), all these data segments are treated as a stream of bytes, and TCP protocol does not provide any
information to the receiver at the other end about the separation among message transmissions i.e. when does a data
segment ends and another one begins. As an analogy, consider a pipe used for transporting water. At one end of the
pipe, a person is pouring water into the pipe by emptying water filled bottles (possibly of different capacity), one at a
time. However, when another person at the other end of the pipe receives this water, it only sees a single stream of
water coming out of pipe and has no information about how the water is being poured in the pipe at the source. If
receiver can identify and detect from the water stream the quantity of water poured in by each bottle, then it will imply
that water pipe is maintaining boundaries about amount of water poured in from each bottle.
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To conduct this experiment (using the setup in Figure 1) to understand the streaming nature of TCP and
message orientation of UDP, we use a client program on Host A (Ha) and server program on Host B (Hb). The
client program on Ha sends 2 messages, each 100 bytes long, to the server program on Hb. The first message
contains the letter A repeated 100 times (denoted as [A]100), and the next message contains [B]100. After the
data arrives on Hb, the server program reads only 40 bytes at a time via its read call (i.e. it has a reading
buffer of 40 bytes only) and displays the data received. The sample code (in python) for these two programs
using both TCP and UDP is shown in Table 1 (client) and
Table 2 (server). The output results for both TCP server and UDP server are shown in
Table 3. The server port is chosen at random as 6666 (any other port can be chosen as well).
Table 1: TCP and UDP server program (python)
#TCP Client
import socket
import time
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) # TCP socket
srvr_addr = ('10.1.1.2', 6666)
sock.connect(srvr_addr)
for i in range(1,3): #send two packets and exit
msg = chr(64 + i) * 100 # first msg [A]100, 2nd [B]100
sent = sock.send(msg)
time.sleep(1)
sock.close()
#UDP Client
import socket
import time
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM) # UDP socket
srvr_addr = ('10.1.1.2', 6666)
for i in range(1,3): #send two packets and exit
msg = chr(64 + i) * 100 # first msg [A]100, 2nd [B]100
sent = sock.sendto(msg, srvr_addr)
time.sleep(1)
sock.close()

Table 2: TCP client program (python)
#TCP Server
import socket
import time
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
srvr_addr = ('0.0.0.0', 6666)
sock.bind(srvr_addr)
sock.listen(5)
connsock, client = sock.accept()
while True:
data = connsock.recv(40)
if data:
print data
else:
connsock.close()
connsock, client = sock.accept()
time.sleep(2)
#UDP Server
import socket
import time
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sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
srvr_addr = ('0.0.0.0', 6666)
sock.bind(srvr_addr)
while True:
data = sock.recv(40)
if data:
print data
time.sleep(2)

Table 3 : output of tcp and udp server
$ python ./bites_tcp_server.py
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
$ python ./bites_udp_server.py
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
To understand the difference between the outputs of two server programs, one needs to understand the working of
TCP and UDP protocols. First experiment is to understand how UDP honors message boundaries. When UDP
protocol is used to transmit data, the entire 100 bytes of [A]100 are received in one go by the UDP protocol layer from
the underlying network layer at Hb. But because the server application program reads only 40 bytes, UDP protocol
stack discards the remaining 60 bytes and server program displays 40 bytes i.e. [A]40. On the next read of server
program, UDP protocol layer delivers 40 bytes of the next message and, therefore, it prints [B]40. Students observe
this behavior and understand that UDP honors message boundaries. This experiment should be conducted with some
variations, such as, sending more than 2 messages, changing the buffer size at sender and receiver, increasing the
buffer size at receiver to be bigger than the buffer at sender, and so on. For example, modify the server program to
read 200 bytes at a time, and predict the output and verify. With this modification of server reading 200 bytes, each
printed line will show 100-byte message, and not the concatenation of two messages, again confirming that UDP
honors message boundaries.
Next, we will do this exercise to understand streaming nature of TCP communication. In this experiment using TCP
protocol, the program structure practically remains the same and instead of using UDP socket (SOCK_DGRAM), we
use TCP socket (SOCK_STREAM). As before, the TCP server reads 40 bytes at a time and displays the received
data. As TCP is a streaming protocol, the TCP protocol stack at server cannot distinguish between 2 different
message transmissions by TCP client. The TCP stack treats the entire 200(=2100) bytes communication as a single
input stream, and delivers data from this stream. Thus, the TCP server application receives all the 200 bytes and
rd
displays [A]40, [A]40, [A]20 [B]20, [B]40, and [B]40. The output [A]20 [B]20 in 3 line contains the last 20 bytes of data from
the first message and first 20 bytes of data from second message. This conclusively demonstrates that there are no
message boundaries when using TCP protocol.
The difference between stream-oriented and message-oriented protocols is understandable in terms of the content
displayed on the screen of server program and analyzing this difference. UDP server just displays two lines (first 40
bytes of each message) corresponding to two messages sent by client, whereas TCP server displays all of 200 bytes
of data though 40 characters at a time. To explore this concept further, students should try with different values of
message sizes, number of messages sent, and study (predict, analyze and verify) the impact of communication
between these two protocols. To explore further, how TCP and UDP server works, use more than 1 client to send data
to a single and analyze the protocol behavior to develop a deeper understanding of these protocols.
Experiment 2: Analyze TCP/IP stack as per OSI 7-layer model for web communication.
In a majority of Computer network course, the teaching starts with introduction of the OSI 7-layer model [5], followed
by explaining the 4-layer TCP/IP network stack as per OSI model, which consists of the Application layer, the
Transport layer [7][8], the Network layer [9], and the Link layer. Typically, the classroom discussion is just confined to
theoretical familiarization of understanding of how layering works. This simple yet most critical component of
networking subject can be assimilated by the conduction of this experiment, and thereby raising the LOs mastery level
to Usage.
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For this experiment, we will use the same setup in Figure 1 as used earlier, and access a web server (e.g. Apache)
running on Host Hb from the web browser on Host Ha. To start the experiment, enter the URL in the web browser
corresponding to any existing webpage on the web server, for example, http://10.1.1.2/bites/welcome.html, and
capture the packets sent and received on the network using wireshark [11]. The packet capture for this web access is
shown
in
Figure 2. In this figure, we can see all the four layers of TCP/IP stack with full expansion of application layer HTTP
request headers.
Use of wireshark capture facilitates the analysis of all the layers of TCP/IP stacks of the captured packet. The top
section
in
Figure 2 shows all the 10 packets that are exchanged between the client and server corresponding to web request
from
the
browser
(client)
and
web
response
from
the
web
server.
In
Figure 2, first three packets correspond to TCP 3-way handshake practically demonstrating how TCP connection
setup takes place. Packet numbers 4 to 7 shows data transfer on the established TCP connection, in particular,
packet 4 shows HTTP request whereas packet 6 shows HTTP response. Thus, the application layer details can only
be seen in these two packets and no other packets. All other packets only show Link layer, Network layer and
Transport layers. Lastly, packets number 8 to 10 shows the closure of the TCP Connection.

Figure 2: TCP/IP stack and Application Layer: HTTP headers.

Figure 3: Transport Layer : TCP Headers
The middle section shows the header fields of individual layer of TCP/IP stack for the selected packet, for example
packet 4. Expanding the respective layer of the selected packet would show all the header fields of that layer. All the
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header fields of TCP protocol at transport layer for the above accessed web URL are shown in Figure 3 for packet 4,
such as Source port, Destination port, Sequence number, Acknowledgement number, TCP flags, Checksum and
options etc. Similarly, IP header fields corresponding to network layer are shown in Figure 4, such as IP protocol
version, Header length, Total length, Time to Live, Higher level protocol, Header checksum, Source IP address, and
Destination IP address,

Figure 4: Network Layer: IP Headers
Further, one can analyze the individual bytes that actually traversed on the network. These bytes constitute the bottom
section of wireshark capture (not shown in the figures, students are encouraged to explore it). A deeper analysis of
these bytes enables the student to precisely understand how the encapsulation of higher-level data into the lower level
data occurs by adding the lower level headers. For example, for packet 4, HTTP data is encapsulated in TCP, which is
encapsulated in IP, and which in turn is encapsulated by Ethernet headers. This level of details at all layers of TCP/IP
stack empowers the students to diagnose and debug a network application, whenever such a need arises.
Author has designed and developed similar experiments to experience most of the concepts of computer network.
Some of these are listed below:
 HTTP protocol in details e.g. HTTP status codes, HTTP headers, cookies, persistent vs. nonpersistent connections, content caching, proxy servers etc.
 SMTP and POP3 protocols for email exchange.
 Web security using HTTPS, SSL certificate management, Man In The Middle (MITM) attacks, secure
headers, etc.
 IP addressing and sub-netting, longest prefix match, IP routing, ICMP errors, IP fragmentation, TTL
expiry, routing protocols etc.
 MAC table implementation in layer 2 switch, ARP protocol and ARP spoofing, Flooding and
Broadcast storm at layer 2 etc.
Conduction of these experiential learning experiments by students significantly improved the skills and raised the
mastery level to Usage and Assessment.
Conclusion:
The approach of experiential learning is just not confined to computer network course but is equally applicable to
practically all subjects of computer science. These experiments need to be designed carefully to ensure that their
execution is done within 1 to 2 hours duration and without requiring an elaborate setup. Any elaborate setup
requirement will pose financial as well as logistical challenges and may not work for a significant number of academic
institutions. The experience over the last 6+ years of using this approach while teaching computer networks has
shown that it makes students intellectually curious as well as self-learners. This approach has enabled the students to
think systematically to solve a given problem. Further, working as part of a team nurtures their collaboration skills,
helping them grow into a valued industry ready professional.
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Dr Ram P Rustagi

10-step Agenda to Develop your University into a Research Hotspot
There is a saying in Kannada that for one to develop in any field beyond the ordinary, one
needs determination bordering on obstinacy (Hata) and a habit bordering on
addiction(Chata). Singers, dancers and artists relate to this readily. They sing, dance and
paint as it is their second nature and keep at it as they get better and better. Being a good
researcher is no different. It is finally up to the people to develop themselves.
Sri Shreekanth Prabhu
Associate Professor, CSE Dept., PESU
Having said the above, here are a set of steps a university can take to facilitate the process of development. If a
university takes these steps, it is highly likely that it can develop into a research hotspot.
1. Start with brain theory
Brain theory talks about brain being divided into four quadrants. In the left half we have Operational in the lower
quadrant and Analytical in the higher quadrant. In the right half we have Relational in the lower quadrant and
Creative at the higher quadrant. For good research to prevail, the culture, environ, processes and practices should
be such that people spend good amount of their time in analytical and creative pursuits. It is important to simplify
operations by weeding out non-value-add practices. Relational skills are as important to develop a collaborative
culture where people encourage, assist and mentor each other. It is important the university does an audit of its
talent pool, culture and processes keeping these things in mind. Generally over time any institution tends to have too
many processes leading to greater operational focus and less and less creative or analytical focus. It is not just about
the time spent doing all kinds of things. It is about having a calm mind. Good ideas arise in a calm mind. A cluttered
or a stressed mind can hardly produce anything of value.
2. Contextualize Research in broader academics
Everybody should understand what exactly is research and what is its place in a university. The primary raison
d'etre of any university is to preserve, nurture and disseminate knowledge. Research, i.e. creating new knowledge is
one part of it. Analogy used by a speaker in one of the talks I attended is useful to explain this point. Gaining
knowledge can be compared to swimming, gaining expertise/specialty to deep diving and research is best compared
to under-water diving. Research is an immersive experience where one is exposed to a totally new kind of ecosystem as in under-water diving. It needs new coping skills. Even when research is emphasized, it is important to
know that every university needs swimmers, divers and under-water divers. Research should not be divorced from
broader knowledge acquisition and it is learning out of curiosity fuels it. In this context over-specialization and
showing lack of interest beyond one‘s narrow confine or acting like a mercenary is a negative trait.
3. Institute right performance management practices
An academician is called upon to develop varieties of competencies. These include learning, research, teaching,
consultancy, interaction with industry, students, community, administrative, collaborative and leadership skills. For
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each person, a spider-chart should be created which represents all these dimensions along multiple radials. Each
individual should plan how he grows his spider and contributes to the university. University should do the same at a
macro level and then reconcile individual goals with macro goals. Here we can take a leaf from CAP theorem which
says that you can ensure any two things but not all three at the same time. If we group, the competencies into
pedagogy, knowledge creation and process, it is better to focus people on any two. A researcher typically
collaborates far and wide within and outside university. It is important to take a 360-degree view of his performance,
and not be parochial about it. Good research at times flowers like a Chinese Bamboo tree, which is nurtured for four
years and nothing seems to happen and in the fifth year it grows 80 feet in just six weeks. All this while it was
developing a strong roots system. It is important that universities do not settle for mediocrity to meet short term
goals. New researchers should be encouraged to read lot more in early stage of their careers. Measure them for
hundreds of papers and books they read. Ask them to present their learning with peer group and paraphrase it in
short topical papers. Once they are ready they will inevitably choose an area to explore and research.
4. Have the right leadership architecture
It goes without saying that a good university should have right set of leaders to drive change. Typically, in addition to
operational leaders who take care of vertical organization, leaders are needed who work horizontally that take care
of student engagement, faculty development and research. These leaders should be chosen by keeping in mind their
ability to reach out to people with a collaborative style yet strong ability to initiate and drive change across the
organization.
In addition leaders should be identified who interface with alumni, industry, professional bodies, community, other
academic institutions, research labs, Government, local community, media and society at large.
5. Focus internally, collaborate, build competencies and develop internal benchmarks first, instead of
external conferences and journals
It is unfortunate that audit, accreditation and ranking agencies judge universities on external outcomes without
bothering as much on internal mechanisms to build research competency. A university typically has strong internal
pool of experienced researchers. However, they generally work in their own areas and collaborate more with external
people working in same area than internal people. Thus, researcher rushes to an external agency for evaluation and
endorsement of his/her research by submitting papers to conferences and journals. Again, researchers are advised
to target reputed journals or conferences which more often than not reject the submissions. A better method for a
university is to focus on having in-house conferences and journals to enhance the research intensity in internal ecosystem. Here the environment is open and collaborative. The researchers take pride in mentoring people rather than
judging people. People work together internally to bring the desired research outcomes step by step. It may be a
good idea to have an open research portal within a university where each manuscript is guaranteed to be published
provided the author is committed to bring it to its best possible form and expression by working with the mentors and
peers. This kind of open research initiative can be a sweet-spot for all genuine and sincere researchers. There can
be competitions and interaction events all year around to encourage researchers to share their research. There can
be annual events to publicize best of research work done within the university. This can lead to a research ecosystem that is inclusive, open and collaborative and yet focused on excellence.
6. Focus on “impact” and NOT “impact factor”
Sooner or later every institution however reputed will have to answer what impact it has created and how it has
changed the world. It does not matter how small the difference may be. Without anything specific to talk about impact
factors of papers becomes a matter of statistical jugglery. Hence a better approach would be to choose a set of
themes that university will work on. At times this can even be an individual choice. Choose a set of problems that are
somewhat unique and not worked on by others. It is better to set global standards by working on problems that fit
into a local milieu than heaps of research output that gets branded as me-too research. Universities need to engage
in the kind of research which at one end of spectrum tries to create unique knowledge for the world and at other end
tries to solve problems that affect local community and industry in a novel manner.
7. Bridging the gap between academia and research organizations
The Government research labs, individual ministries and industry research labs may have interest in specific
research themes and topics. At the same time academia may focus on topics for research which are totally disjoint
from these. It is important to ensure that funded research (through grants or scholarships) happen on themes of
interest. Ideally every Masters or Ph.D. work is linked to one of these sponsors. This however should not be a
constraint but an important consideration.
8. Collaborating with other academic institutions
The universities should approach institutions of eminence and excellence for mentoring arrangement. The
academicians from IITs and alike are called upon to participate in accreditation and ranking exercise. This probably
is a futile exercise without any change management initiatives operating within the universities. A better arrangement
would be for institutions and faculty members to offer mentorship which may go both ways. Set up a collaboration
agenda between the organizations. The objective should be that every university excels itself in one specific area
and has something to offer to other institutions however reputed they may be. These activities should be done with
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own initiative, complete sincerity and full reciprocation, lest it will lead to one more set of rituals. Today lot of things
when they happen, happen in a top-down manner without prior dialogue with a human touch.
9. Establishing right research value system
Ethics and excellence go hand in hand. It is important that university leaders emphasize that work well-done is its
own reward. Some times our value systems go astray as we measure everybody on metrics. According to
Goodhart's law when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure. Once you start evaluating
people using a set of measures, people simply work towards achieving them by hook or crook, many times losing
sight of the purpose they are set up for. The guiltier are managers who use these measures without much application
of mind or conscience.
A good researcher encourages peer researchers. Unfortunately, there is high dose of elitism within the research
community who carefully guard the reputation of their journals and conferences. This unfortunately leads to closed
self-serving communities and sooner or later the environment may turn stale.
10. Helping India regain its intellectual heft
Ancient India‘s success in intellectual leadership is in reality less about Nalanda and Taxila, and more about the
whole of India. Nalanda and Taxila were famous because students from many other countries came there to study.
Otherwise intellect flowed freely in every family, Gurukul, school and place of higher learning. The focus on
preserving and nurturing knowledge was intense. Every generation evolved and reinterpreted knowledge passed on
by earlier generation. Knowledge had no boundaries nor dogmas. The culture of excellence was endemic and all
over the country, with each region or locality attempting to excel in its own way. Individuals were as important, if not
more, than institutions. In search of right Guru people wandered all the way to Himalayas to down-south. It is time we
regained that intellectual heft and dismantled the current system controlled by a few elite.

Sri Shreekanth Prabhu

BITES Best PhD Thesis Awards - 2016 & 2017
Date: August 13, 2018
Venue: RVCE, Bangalore

Dr Shylashree N receiving award
in ECE category

Prof N K Srinath receiving award on behalf
of Dr K Anjan in CSE category

The program was chaired by Prof K N Balasubramanya Murthy, Chairman, BITES along with the distinguished
members Prof B S Sonde, Former VC, Goa University, Prof S S Prabhu, IIITB, Prof Krishna Murthy, Registrar, PESU
and Prof K N Subramanya, Principal, RVCE.
Dr. N Shylashree and Prof N K Srinath, Research Guide of the Awardee Dr K Anjan gave a glimpse of the Research
Work before the august gathering.

Awardees
Dr N Shylashree from RVCE, Bangalore received the award in Electronics and Communication Category
Title: Implementation of High Speed FPGA Based Scalar Multiplication for Elliptic Curve Cryptography.
Scalar multiplication is the most important and time-consuming in Elliptic curve crypto systems. In our thesis, we have
described several hardware realizations to accelerate the scalar multiplication process.
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we described how the computation of scalar multiplication over prime field can be solved by the hardware realization
of high speed multipliers using binary representation. We have shown that practical hardware realization of 32 bit
scalar point multiplication modules ( PMM) has a delay of 65.95µsec against 103.45µsec in the conventional method.
The Modified hardware realization of fast multipliers using balanced ternary point multiplication ( TPMM) reduces the
number of operations in multiplier leading to the reduction of number of point adders. The computation speed found to
be two times faster than the conventional method.
The Fast Point Multiplication Modules (FPM‘s) for high speed scalar multipliers using 4 to 1 multiplexer has been
designed. The computation speed found to be four times faster than the conventional method.
It is found that FPM, TPMM and PMM methods are better than other existing methods with respect to speed.
Multi-scalar point multiplications are used in digital signatures, grouped Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange and among
multicast groups. A new technique for reducing the effective Hamming weights of the multipliers using double scalar
point multiplication ( DSPM) and Triple scalar point multiplication ( TSPM) were designed which increases the speed
of multiplication. The computational speed was 10.14% faster in DSPM and 13.69% faster in TSPM when compared
to the conventional method.
Industry Relevance, If any.
An explosive acceptance of ECC has been attained in the industry and academics. Elliptic Curve cryptography is an
approach to public-key cryptography based on the algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields. The ECC is
advantageous due to the provision of high level of security and the usage of keys with 100-200 bits. Now, ECC is
becoming the mainstream cryptographic scheme in all mobile and wireless devices.
Our research work focused on design of high speed scalar multiplication for elliptic curve cryptography which has a
high relevance in the field of wireless communication. All the transceiver modules supporting 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G
wireless standards need to have a built in crypto systems. The outcome of our research work could be contributed for
design of encryption module in a digital communication system.
Vendors like Qualcom, Intel, Motorola, Nokia, Huawei and Samsung who manufacture wireless communication
devices could take up our research work during design of encryption system.
Dr K Anjan from RVCE, Bangalore received the award in Computer Science Category. (Due to a pre-scheduled
program Dr K Anjan could not attend the event, on behalf of him; his Research Guide Prof N K Srinath received the
award.)
Title: Implementation of effective detection mechanisms and behavioural analysis of hybrid covert channel in
secured communication
Covert Channels are malicious conversations in a legitimate secured network communication that violates the security
policies of a legitimate network. Covertness in a covert channel is due to the non-transparency in the communication
between the users of the communication channel whose motto is to leak information. A Hybrid Covert Channel (HCC)
is the co-existence of two or more variants of network covert channels which tends to behave as a single coherent
covert channel. The formation of hybrid covert channel provides Broad Avenue of possibilities to communicate covert
data thereby thwart the conventional detection mechanism. Hybrid Covert Channel (HCC) pose a major threat to data
involving very high security like country's defense secrets, a company's projects involving copyrights, etc. The usage
of hybrid covert channel for communication is mainly because it cannot be detected easily. A brute force method
employed on secured network can lead to information loss, thereby; enterprise loses trust and project worth billions.
Covert channel or HCC detection is very difficult to perform as all detection methods is at infancy. The current market
value for the field of network security is around 15.55 billion dollars and is said to become 20 billion dollars by the end
of 2020.
My research focuses o n design of a detection engine that employs strategic detection methods for detecting the
Hybrid Covert Channel. The detection engine employs a combination of protocol detection scheme and signature
detection scheme along with bandwidth analysis through entropy mechanism. There are vast research
opportunities in the network security and forensics that covers wide aspects of the detection, attack modelling,
channel analysis and behavioural analysis with inclusive focus on the development in IP based network.
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Seminar on “Future Work Skills 2030 and Startup Engineering
Date: September 5, 2018
Venue: PESU, KSIT & BMSCE
Resource: Prof Nagabhushan, MSRIT, Bengaluru

@ PESU, Bengaluru

@ KSIT, Bengaluru

@ BMSCE, Bengaluru

The seminar highlighted the influencing factors for a good start-up moving from ideation to execution. The seminar
began with an overview of industrial revolution to today‘s technology, markets and trends to begin an individual‘s startup venture. The sessions of this workshop covered the areas of identifying the need to launch business,
understanding and adhering ethics and assessing the latest technologies for start-up.
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The speaker mentioned top 10 technological trends influencing the internet startup: Real time machine translation,
Plug computer, Raspberry pi, Augmented reality, 3D Printing, MOOC‘s, YCRFS, Crowd funding, Pharma cliff,
generics, Bitcoin, Sequencing, Telepresence robots, drones, 360-degree treadmill.
He concluded that, the Future skills 2030 would demand Abilities, Basic Skills and Cross-functional skills inclusive of
Computational Thinking, Novel and Adaptive Thinking, Sense Making, Social Intelligence, Cross Cultural competence
and Resilience.

BITES is not responsible for the views expressed by the contributors
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